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Recreational kayaking involves leisure activities for the casual paddler on lakes, inlets, or fl atwater streams. Recreational kayaks are characterized 
by a large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit, a wide hull for increased stability on the water, and a medium l ength for compromise between 
speed and maneuverability. Due to the wider hull, recreational kayaks will not track as well as sea kayaks but the extra stability makes them 
suitable for a wide range of paddlers and skill levels. They generally have less cargo space as well as limited capacity to keep water out of the boat 
since they are meant exclusively for calm water paddling. They come in solo and tandem models, can be used in a variety of settings, and are the 
perfect option for individuals or families looking for relaxed fun on the water. Recreational boats are generally less expensive than whitewater or 
touring kayaks, with less specialized designs and fewer advanced features. They presently make up the largest segment of kayak sales and are 
the most steadily growing market.
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RECREATIONAL

SIT INSIDE 1
Stable, comfortable with a very large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit.

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT INSIDE 1

TAHE MARINE - LIFESTYLE SOLO PE

The customers who choose their kayak from the Lifestyle series 
will be the most pleasantly surprised. With the oversized cockpits 
and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for 
beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expectations. 
Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle Solo PE was 
the fi fth PE kayak in the Tahe Marine range and the big news for 
2012 season. This kayak is suitable for smaller size paddlers and 
particularly aimed at beginners starting their kayaking career. 

SPECS:
Length: 382 cm - width: 54 cm - weight: 20-22 kg - paddler weight range: 40-75 kg - max. cap.: 90 kg

www.tahemarine.com
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SPECS:
Length: 12’ 6” / 384 cm - width: 28” / 71 cm - weight: 42 lbs / 19 kg - max. cap.: 350 lbs / 159 kg

www.hurricaneaquasports.com
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HURRICANE  - SANTEE 126

Our newest kayak helps complete the Santee sport kayak family with 
style. The 126 redefi nes the recreational category for effi ciency, glide 
and tracking. And we increased the capacity and room for a gentle 
fi t and comfort, without compromising the weight. You wish to get 
aggressive? Go ahead. The 126’s multi-chined hull lets you lean into 
some serious turns. The fully adjustable seat system—a staple in the 
Santee lineup—will let you enjoy the water longer, in comfort. The 
Santee 126 also features some sweet new deck lines for some added 
style and stability. 

SPECS:
Length: 12’ 1’’ / 368cm - width: 30’’ / 76cm - weight: 51 lbs / 23kg - paddler weight range: max 300 lbs / 136kg

www.liquidlogickayaks.com
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LIQUIDLOGIC - MARVEL 12

You want just enough kayak to carry you and your gear, but not more 
than that. You want a kayak that handles well but is not a slow poke. 
You want one that’s stable, but rewards a kayaker that has some 
skill. The Marvel 12 is your safest kayak bet, and our #1 seller in 
the family. In addition to hitting all those above wants, you get hatch 
and cover, First Class Seating, comfortable thigh pads and a built-in 
paddle holder. 

SPECS:
Length: 430 cm - width: 69 cm - weight: 23-25 kg - paddler weight range: 80-110 kg - max. cap.: 160 kg 

www.fi tkayaks.comN
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MARINE FIT - S PE

The customers who choose their kayak from the Marine Fit series 
will be the most pleasantly surprised. With the oversized cockpits 
and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for 
beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expectations. 
Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed.
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MARINE FIT - XXS PE

The customers who choose their kayak from the Marine Fit series 
will be the most pleasantly surprised. With the oversized cockpits 
and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for 
beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expectations. 
Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed.

TAHE MARINE - LIFESTYLE SOLO

The customers who choose their kayak from the Lifestyle series 
will be the most pleasantly surprised. With the oversized cockpits 
and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for 
beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expectations. 
Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle Solo is the 
news for 2012 season.

SEABIRD DESIGNS - RANCHERO

The Ranchero is an innovative new multi-purpose hybrid, combining 
the benefi ts from sit-in and sit-on-top kayaks. The extremely large 
roomy cockpit combined with very good seating system offers an 
extremely comfortable ride. The compact size with big storage place 
and excellent maneuverability make the Ranchero to a fun choice 
for coastal exploration, fi shing and inland touring. Standard features: 
• Pedals Power PRO XI9 • Rod holder • 2 cup holders • Ergonomic 
seat with padding • Forward deck net • Molded handles in bow and 
stern  

SPECS:
Length: 350 cm - width: 66 cm - weight: 21-23 kg - paddler weight range: 75-110 kg - max. cap.: 135 kg

www.fi tkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 400 cm - width: 56 cm - weight: TGC: 20-22 kg / TGC-light: 18-20 kg / TCA: 16-20 kg - paddler weight range: 40-80 kg - max. cap.: 100 kg

www.tahemarine.com

SPECS:
Length: 372 cm - width: 74 cm - weight: 24 kg - paddler weight range: 60kg-100kg - max. cap.: 150 kg 

www.seabirddesigns.com
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SPECS:
Length: 320 cm - width: 72 cm - weight: 23 kg - max. cap.: 125 kg

www.daggereurope.com
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DAGGER - AXIS ELITE

Sleek, fast and effi cient. For 2012 we introduce the all-new Dagger 
Axis Elite, offering unprecedented versatility for a variety of conditions. 
From coastal exploration, through lake cruising, to the challenge of 
a running river, there is no match. The height-adjustable drop skeg 
keeps things straight in any kind of fl at water, and for moving water 
paddling (up to class II rapids) the defi ned chines add manoeuvrability. 
The Axis Elite can be also be fi tted with a spraydeck and thigh braces 
for rougher conditions. Relax on the lake, cruise the winding river, or 
get a taste of whitewater fun. One boat, limitless possibilities.
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SPECS:
Length: 390 cm - width: 70 cm - weight: 23 kg - max. cap.: 160 kg

www.clearwaterdesignboats.com

SPECS:
Length: 350 cm - width: 70 cm - weight: 21 kg - max. cap.: 125 kg

www.clearwaterdesignboats.com

SPECS:
Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 42lb / 19kg - max. cap.: 300lb / 136kg

www.eliesport.com

CLEAR WATER DESIGN - INUVIK

The Inuvik is extremely stable and spacious. The oversized cockpit 
opening makes entry and exit very easy. The extra space in this 
kayak makes it perfect for fi shing or photography where you want to 
have access to your gear while you are paddling. Standard features 
include adjustable footstops, a padded seat with pump up lumbar 
support, thigh pads, 1 bulkhead, 1 storage compartment, deck 
rigging and carry handles.

CLEAR WATER DESIGN - IQALUIT

This fantastic recreational kayak offers a very large cockpit opening 
making it super easy to get in and out. The Iqaluit is very stable, 
straight tracking and fast on the water. The sleek design is ideal for 
small to mid-sized paddlers. It is great fun to paddle and very user 
friendly. Standard features include adjustable footstops, padded 
seat with pump up lumbar support, thigh pads, 1 bulkhead, 1 storage 
compartment, deck rigging and carry handles.

ELIE - SOUND 100

Step up to the Sound 100 and discover what a difference thoughtful 
design can make. It’s ultra stable hull design and large cockpit 
opening will appeal to beginners, but its sophisticated styling and 
performance features will allow it to keep up with progressing skills. 
Generously featured to maximize value. Elie uses Twin Sheet 
Thermoforming to produce some of the industry’s stiffest, strongest 
and most durable polyethylene kayaks. 

JACKSON KAYAK - DAY TRIPPER

The SUV of kayaks - a wide open cockpit makes the boat half canoe, 
half kayak, and provides ample room for camping and fi shing gear, 
a dog, a kid or all of them. The Day Tripper features the sliding “Day 
Tray” for tackle and beverages, dry storage bag and removable 
comfy camp chair. Available in Day Tripper 10 and 12 standard. 

DAY TRIPPER 10 SPECS:
Length: 305 cm / 10’ – width: 76 cm / 30’’ – weight: 20.8 kg / 46 lbs – max. capacity: 136 kg / 300 lbs

www.jacksonkayak.com
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ELIE - SOUND 120 XE

The Elie Sound 120XE answers the call of those who are looking for 
a higher performance recreational sit-in kayak. This kayak is very 
stable, has a large cockpit opening for easy entry and exit and is 
loaded with performance and comfort features. Made of lightweight, 
durable Poly-XR™. Elie uses Twin Sheet Thermoforming to 
produce some of the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most durable 
polyethylene kayaks. 

ELIE - STRAIT 120

The Elie Strait 120 offers many of the award-winning Strait 140XE’s 
features in a scaled down package that is perfect for smaller 
paddlers. Made of lightweight and durable Poly-XR™, reviewers 
have described it as «light to paddle, light to lift and slips through the 
water effortlessly. It feels like a composite kayak as the hull is stiff 
and light.” Elie uses Twin Sheet Thermoforming to produce some 
of the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most durable polyethylene 
kayaks. 

JACKSON KAYAK - IBIS

Like the wonderful wading waterbird for which it’s named, whether 
exploring coastal lagoons, mangrove swamps, salt marshes or 
freshwater lakes and rivers, Jackson Kayak’s Ibis is right at home. 
The industry-recognized champion of rec boat design put all his best 
thoughts into one super sweet boat. It doesn’t get any better than 
this. Clean lines, traditional styling, stable and seaworthy the boat 
laps up lazy days on slow moving rivers, streams and marshes. 
Designed to keep paddlers and their gear dry with or without a spray 
skirt, a ribbed fl oor and recessed storage bay drain off the stern 
deck. Pure fun!

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 50lb / 23kg - max. cap.: 325lbs / 147kg

www.eliesport.com

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 25,5’’ / 65cm - weight: 43lb / 19kg - max. cap.: 275lb / 125kg

www.eliesport.com

SPECS:
Length: 12’ - width: 29” - weight: 50 lbs - paddler weight range: up to 300 lbs

www.jacksonkayak.com

SPECS:
Length: 420 cm - width: 63 cm - weight: 24-26 kg - paddler weight range: 80-120 kg - max. cap.: 145 kg

www.tahemarine.com

TAHE MARINE - LIFESTYLE 420 PE

The customers who choose their kayak from the Lifestyle series 
will be the most pleasantly surprised. With the oversized cockpits 
and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for 
beginners, but our design team has far exceeded expectations. 
Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have exceptional 
handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle 420 PE was 
the third PE kayak in the Tahe Marine range and the big news for 
2011 season. It has successfully proven itself and come to be in 
high demand on the market. This kayak is suitable for the smaller to 
medium sized paddler. 

Length: 12’ - width: 29” - weight: 50 lbs - paddler weight range: up to 300 lbs
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SPECS:
Length: 11’4” - width: 30” - weight: 49 lbs

www.jacksonkayak.com

JACKSON KAYAK - REGAL

Designed for simplicity and dedicated to keeping you dry, the 
Regal is makes you feel like king or queen of your favorite watery 
domain. Fast and straight tracking with bombproof stability, cup and 
paddle holders and a roomy stern deck make this sit-on-top ideal 
for picnics or campouts. Ergonomically designed built-in seat and 
adjustable foot holds make this boat the go-to choice for liveries and 
family outings. Bonus features: comfy, easy to paddle, built-in carry 
handles, replaceable skid plate, durable plastic and super easy on 
the wallet. Comfortably carries up to 300 lbs.

SPECS:
Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 30’’ / 76cm - weight: 50lb / 23kg - max. cap.: 300lb / 136kg

www.pelicansport.com

PELICAN - FREEDOM 100X

Experience superior stability. The Pelican Freedom X is designed 
with a twin arched hull to provide exceptional stability. Its design 
allows beginner paddlers the freedom to explore without worrying 
about tipping, yet its advanced touring features ensure that the 
kayak keeps pace as skills progress. The Freedom has a wide easy-
entry-and-exit cockpit, knee pads for additional comfort, a stern 
hinged quick lock hatch and a watertight stern bulkhead. Pelican 
uses Twin Sheet Thermoforming to produce some of the industry’s 
stiffest, strongest and most durable polyethylene kayaks.

SPECS:
Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 41lb / 19kg - max. cap.: 250lb / 113kg

www.pelicansport.com

PELICAN - PULSE 100X

Unbeatable value in an entry level craft. Introducing Pelican’s newest 
family-friendly recreational kayak. The Pulse 100X is a simple, 
economical, versatile kayak built on a new hull platform that provides 
the perfect balance between lively performance and stability. Made 
of superior twin sheet thermoformed RAM-X™. Pelican’s Twin Sheet 
Thermoforming produces some of the industry’s stiffest, strongest 
and most durable polyethylene kayaks. 

Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 41lb / 19kg - max. cap.: 250lb / 113kg

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 48lb / 22kg - max. cap.: 350lb / 159kg

www.pelicansport.com

PELICAN - PULSE 120X

Incomparable value. From its performance hull to standard features 
such as adjustable footpegs, stern storage hatch, bow and stern 
bungees and adjustable padded backrest and seat pad, Pelican’s 
Pulse 120X combines lively performance with comfort - all at 
an unheard-of price! Made of superior twin sheet thermoformed 
RAM-X™. Pelican uses Twin Sheet Thermoforming to produce some 
of the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most durable polyethylene 
kayaks. 

Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 28’’ / 71cm - weight: 48lb / 22kg - max. cap.: 350lb / 159kg
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RIOT - QUEST 10

With its famous Greenland bow and arched multi-chine hull, the 
Quest makes paddling effortless and exciting. A wide outline 
combined with a fi ne waterline make it stable yet gives it a lively feel. 
It will allow you to safely lean on edge and style high and low-brace 
turns, while its roomy cockpit will let you stretch and enjoy the sun if 
you simply don’t feel like pushing it!

SPECS:
Length: 10’/ 305 cm - width: 28’’ / 71 cm - weight: 47.2 lbs / 21.4 kg - max. cap.: 325 lbs / 148 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - QUEST 10HV

The Quest 10HV makes paddling effortless and exciting. Its roomy 
cockpits provide a good stability and will let you stretch out and enjoy 
the sun.

SPECS:
Length: 10’/ 305 cm - width: 30’’/ 76 cm - weight: 53.4 lbs / 24.25 kg - max. cap.: 350 lbs / 159 kg

www.riotkayaks.com
Length: 10’/ 305 cm - width: 30’’/ 76 cm - weight: 53.4 lbs / 24.25 kg - max. cap.: 350 lbs / 159 kg

RIOT - QUEST 9.5

With its wide and stable double-arch hull design and roomy cockpit, 
the Quest 9.5 is the boat of choice for an exciting afternoon on the 
lake! The hull grooves are responsible for its tracking qualities and 
the great durability the Quest series is known for, while its short 
length keeps it maneuverable and makes it easy to load onto a 
vehicle.

SPECS:
Length: 9’6’’ / 290 cm - width: 29’’ / 71 cm - weight: 44.1 lbs / 20 kg - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

STELLAR - S12 RECREATIONAL KAYAK

The Stellar 12’ (S12) Recreational Kayak is a great transitional boat. 
Good primary stability and tracking with effi cient hull lines provide 
confi dence and performance to those who paddle it. The over-sized 
cockpit opening makes it easy to enter or exit the boat. Watertight 
bow and stern storage compartments have ample storage for day 
tripping or overnight tours.

SPECS:
Length: 367 cm - width: 65cm - weight: 11.5-17.5kg - paddler weight range: 55-110kg - max. cap.: 130kg

www.stellarkayaks.com
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SIT INSIDE 2
Designed for fun with family and friends on rivers, lakes, and oceans.

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT INSIDE 2

SPECS:
Length: 442 cm / 14'6" - width: 79 cm / 31" - weight: 33 kg / 73 lbs - max. 
cap.: 250 kg / 550 lbs

www.perceptionkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 525 cm - width: 69 cm - weight: 30-32 kg - paddler weight range: 
80-115 kg -max. cap.: 260 kg

www.tahemarine.com

PERCEPTION - PRODIGY II 14.5

A great tandem is more than a kayak with extra seats... it’s an experience in performance and comfort with 
families and partners in mind. The Perception Prodigy II has a rocker profi le focussed on speed, tracking 
and minimal noise for paddling through fl at water and light currents. Most importantly, good ergonomics and 
comfort are a must. Outfi tting features a pair of ultra-comfortable Zone DLX seats with multiple adjustment 
options, including height adjustable backrests and leg lifter support to reduce leg fatigue. Whether paddling 
solo or tandem, with pets, kids or adults, the outfi tting can be confi gured perfectly for any journey.

TAHE MARINE - LIFESTYLE DUO PE

The customers who choose their kayak from the Lifestyle series will be the most pleasantly surprised. 
With the oversized cockpits and increased stability, some may think these are just meant for beginners, 
but our design team has far exceeded expectations. Though these kayaks are extremely stable, they have 
exceptional handling and a surprising amount of speed. Lifestyle Duo PE was the seventh PE kayak in 
the Tahe Marine range and the news for 2012 season. It is the fi rst PE tandem kayak in the Tahe Marine 
portfolio. This kayak is suitable for medium to large sized paddlers.

+33 (0)553985398
+33 (0)553985381
rtm@rotomod.com

Sit On Top

Recreational

Touring

Wave ski

Angler

Inflatable
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SIT INSIDE 2 RECREATIONAL

SIT ON TOP 1
Designed for fun with family and friends on rivers, lakes, and oceans.

 Self-bailing boats designed for fun, gentle adventure on rivers, lakes,

and oceans.

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT ON TOP 1

ELIE - GULF 120XE

The all-new Gulf 120XE was designed for those seeking a higher 
performance sit-on-top kayak. These ultra stable, self-bailing kayaks 
are built for comfort, ergonomics and performance. Ultra comfortable 
Ergofl ex Seating System with tilt lock prevents thigh fatigue. Bow 
and center hatches, a day hatch with dry bag and a stern storage 
platform with protective deck cover and storage pouch provide 
loads of space to stow gear. Elie uses Twin Sheet Thermoforming to 
produce some of the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most durable 
polyethylene kayaks.

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 30’’ / 76cm - weight: 60lb / 27kg - max. cap.: 350lb / 159kg 

www.pelicansport.com
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Length: 12’ / 366cm - width: 30’’ / 76cm - weight: 60lb / 27kg - max. cap.: 350lb / 159kg 

HOBIE - MIRAGE REVOLUTION 11

Whether it’s a day of casting, paddling, pedaling or sailing, Hobie’s 
brand-new Revolution® 11 has you covered. Modeled after her bigger 
brother – the Revolution 13 – the “Revo 11” features a slippery-yet-
stable hull form, Hobie’s innovative MirageDrive® system, generous 
stowage and lashing confi gurations and an optional sailing kit, giving 
you the ability to go. The Revo 11’s featherweight hull accelerates 
now and her nimble-minded design and impressive turning radius 
allows you to adroitly stalk fi sh and confi dently negotiate persnickety 
shoals or currents. Ideal for small-to-midsize users. 

SPECS:
Length: 11’ 6” / 351 cm - width: 29” / 74 cm - weight: 47 lbs / 21.3 kg - paddler weight range: small to midsize - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg  

www.hobie-kayak.com
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Length: 11’ 6” / 351 cm - width: 29” / 74 cm - weight: 47 lbs / 21.3 kg - paddler weight range: small to midsize - max. cap.: 300 lbs / 136 kg  
www.hobie-kayak.com

JACKSON KAYAK - ORION 10, 12

Built for hunters, the wide open cockpit makes the boat half canoe, 
half kayak and provides ample room for camping and hunting gear, 
duck blind and even your trusty hunting dog. Sliding “Day Tray” 
features beverage holders and tip-of-your-fi ngertip access to hunting 
supplies. Dry storage bag and removable camp chair with rear and 
under-seat pockets keeps stuff dry makes you feel like you’ve 
brought the comforts of home to the campfi re. Six camo options to 
choose from to blend into any environment. Easily carries all your 
hunting supplies in one stable vessel. 

SPECS:
Length: 10’/ 12’ - width: 30” / 30’’ - weight: 46 lbs / 49lbs - paddler weight range: up to 300 / 375 lbs  

www.jacksonkayak.com
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Length: 10’/ 12’ - width: 30” / 30’’ - weight: 46 lbs / 49lbs - paddler weight range: up to 300 / 375 lbs  
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SPECS:
Length: 6’ / 183cm - width: 24’’ / 61cm - weight: 20lbs / 9kg - max. cap.: 140lbs / 63.5kg

www.pelicansport.com
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PELICAN - SOLO

Description: Pelican’s 6-foot Solo is a highly functional sit-on-top 
kayak that is simply scaled down in size to suit smaller paddlers. 
Superior stability means more confi dence for kids; open cockpit 
means less worry for parents. Key features include self-bailing 
design, and swim-up rear deck with handles. Options include a 
comfort backrest, security fl ag and a junior paddle. 

SPECS:
Length: 409 cm / 13’5’’ - width: 75 cm / 30’’ - weight: 26 kg / 58 lbs - max. cap.: 150 kg / 352 lbs

www.perceptionkayaks.com
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PERCEPTION - TRIUMPH 13

The Triumph 13 proves that performance touring is possible with a 
sit-on top kayak. This hull has evolved from our touring line, making 
it swift and easy to paddle. With a distinct hull chine and an upswept 
fl ared bow, the Triumph will cut through chop and deliver a stable 
and predictable ride. Impressive glide and top speed makes forward 
paddling effi cient whilst the highly manoeuvrable and stable hull 
delivers a versatile and forgiving craft. The Triumph 13 Angler has all 
the attributes of a bona-fi de angling kayak with multiple rod options 
and all day comfort.

Length: 409 cm / 13’5’’ - width: 75 cm / 30’’ - weight: 26 kg / 58 lbs - max. cap.: 150 kg / 352 lbs
www.perceptionkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 300 cm / 9’8” - width: 80 cm / 31,5” - volume: 380 L - weight: 22 kg / 48,5 lbs - max. cap.: 160 kg

www.zeroattivo.com
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ZEROATTIVO - LOL  EXPLORER

LOL kayak is the result of a project fi nalized to create an iconic sit-
on-top for simplicity and ease of use. Extremely stable and fast, 
easy to handle, self draining and unsinkable, it also provides novice 
kayakers with hours of pure entertainment. LOL Explorer is equiped 
with two large watertight compartments, a comfortable seat with 
backrest, two holders for paddles or fi shing rods. Available in the 
basic version “Sun” and in the “Fisher,” with fi shing rod holder and 
universal Tallon connectors. All versions with trolley wheel.

SPECS:
Length: 9’10” / 300 cm – width: 31” / 78 cm - weight: 46 lbs / 21 kg – max. cap.: 264 lbs / 120 kg

www.bicsportkayaks.com

BIC SPORT - BILBAO

The BIC Sport Bilbao is a versatile kayak that will suit beginners 
and experienced kayakers alike. The fl uid hull shape provides a nice 
smooth ride, while the deck shape and quality extras allow you to 
carry almost any load with optimum stability and guaranteed safety. 
Its size and reduced weight make it easy to stow and transport.

Length: 9’10” / 300 cm – width: 31” / 78 cm - weight: 46 lbs / 21 kg – max. cap.: 264 lbs / 120 kg
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BIC SPORT - SANTIAGO

The new Santiago fi ts the gap between the Bilbao and the Scapa. 
Very stable, with excellent glide and high manoeuvrability even at 
low speed, it’s a very versatile kayak for lakes and open sea, and is 
aimed at people looking for an easy paddling but high performance 
option. The standard production fi ttings are perfectly adapted to 
serious use: an adjustable seat, big adjustable footrests, giving you 
a high-comfort paddle position. The dry box, front storage locker and 
wide rear platform mean you can carry everything you need for all 
your excursions.

SPECS:
Length: 11’6” / 351 cm  - width: 30” / 76 cm - weight: 56 lbs / 26 kg - max. cap.: 275lbs / 125 kg

www.bicsportkayaks.com

FREELFREE - JUNTOS

Feelfree Juntos is a roomy sit on top for one, or is versatile enough to 
take an additional child in a choice of two positions. With the stable 
tri hull and a wheel in the keel, the Juntos is a doddle to get around 
on and off the water. Fitted with a storage hatch, paddle park and 
integrated side handles and space for rod holders this makes the 
Juntos one of the most versatile sit- on-tops available.

SPECS:
Length: 340cm - width: 77cm - weight: 27 kg - max. cap.: 180kg

www.feelfree.comwww.feelfree.com

FLUID - BUDDY

The Buddy has a tri-hull, comprising of a soft keel complemented by 
curved rails on either side. This combination makes the boat track 
quite well on fl at water for such a short sit-on-top, but at the same 
time, it enables the boat to play and carve on ocean waves. The 
Buddy is a super stable and manoeuvrable boat. It is equally suited 
for kids and adults. Its volume and sidewall design enables it to carry 
heavy paddlers, but the short length makes it easy to handle on and 
off the water, even for kids. It also features a small seat at the front 
for a young kid facing the paddler.

SPECS:
Length: 265 cm / 8’7” - width: 84 cm / 33” - weight: 19 kg / 42 lbs - paddler weight range: 120 kg / 265 lbs

www.fl uidkayaks.com
Length: 265 cm / 8’7” - width: 84 cm / 33” - weight: 19 kg / 42 lbs - paddler weight range: 120 kg / 265 lbs

www.fl uidkayaks.com

HURRICANE - PHOENIX 120

First of all, this sit-on-top just looks great on the water. But if you’re 
not into that superfi cial beauty thing, consider this: The generous 
beam on the Phoenix 120 allows you easy accessibility from land 
or water. Hence, a perfect boat for diving or snorkeling, especially 
with a large stern recess for stowing your gear. And with a number 
of attachment points on the deck, you can customize with a variety 
of seat options. Best of all? At 40 pounds, this boat handles like the 
proverbial dream. Like we said, user-friendly. 

SPECS:
Length: 11’ 6” / 350 cm - width: 28” / 71 cm - weight: 40 lbs / 18.1 kg - max. cap.: 275 lbs / 124.7 kg

www.hurricaneaquasports.com
Length: 11’ 6” / 350 cm - width: 28” / 71 cm - weight: 40 lbs / 18.1 kg - max. cap.: 275 lbs / 124.7 kg

www.hurricaneaquasports.com
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SPECS:
Length: 11’4’’ / 347 cm - width: 30’’ / 76 cm - weight: 46 lbs / 20.8 kg

www.jacksonkayak.com

JACKSON - RIVIERA

Quite possibly the most user-friendly kayak on the market, this 
sit-on-top responds to the needs of the most demanding users, 
commercial outfi tters, who insist on a kayak that is stable, easy to 
paddle, comfortable and maintenance-free. A hassle-free kayak for 
the masses that’s easy to carry and haul and just right no matter how 
fun on the water is defi ned. Super-comfy molded-in seat, day hatch, 
four carry handles, a replaceable skid plate and a stern well shaped 
to hold a cooler add up to endless hours of fun in the sun. 

SPECS:
Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 30’’/ 76cm - weight: 41lbs / 18.5kg - max. cap.: 250lb / 113kg

www.pelicansport.com

PELICAN - APEX 100

The Apex 100 is a stable, affordable, easy to paddle sit-on-top. Light 
and easy to handle, this will become your go-to boat for exploring 
local lakes and slower rivers. An outstanding value package, the self-
bailing Apex 100 comes with an adjustable padded backrest, stern 
storage platform with bungees and moulded footrests. Pelican uses 
Twin Sheet Thermoforming to produce some of the industry’s stiffest, 
strongest and most durable polyethylene kayaks. 

Length: 10’ / 305cm - width: 30’’/ 76cm - weight: 41lbs / 18.5kg - max. cap.: 250lb / 113kg

SPECS:
Length: 11’6’’ / 350cm - width: 31’’ / 79cm - weight: 56lbs / 26kg - max. cap.: 275lb / 125kg

www.pelicansport.com

PELICAN - APEX 116

The Apex 116 has all of the qualities of the Apex 100 in a stretched-
out version for those looking for a little more leg room and storage 
room. This versatile boat stays level on the water and offers 
excellent directional stability at all speeds. Pelican uses Twin Sheet 
Thermoforming to produce some of the industry’s stiffest, strongest 
and most durable polyethylene kayaks. 

Length: 11’6’’ / 350cm - width: 31’’ / 79cm - weight: 56lbs / 26kg - max. cap.: 275lb / 125kg

SPECS:
Length: 9’ / 274 cm - width: 29’’ / 74 cm - weight: 46.4 lbs / 21 kg - max. cap.: up to 250 lbs / 113 kg

www.riotkayaks.com

RIOT - ESCAPE 9

Stackable and easy to lock up through the molded-in front handle, 
the Escape 9 is the boat of choice for the chalet or to complement 
your rental fl eet. Its arched hull design with drain holes make it a 
convenient, durable and agile kayak, fast for its length and is a blast 
to take in the surf too!

Length: 9’ / 274 cm - width: 29’’ / 74 cm - weight: 46.4 lbs / 21 kg - max. cap.: up to 250 lbs / 113 kg

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT ON TOP 1
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RIOT - ESCAPE 12

The Escape 12 is a remarkably stable boat that tracks very well for 
its size. Equipped with 2 rod holders and plenty of storage, it is ideal 
for fi shing, diving or just having a good time on the water. With four 
attachment points mounted on independently adjustable straps, 
our comfortable high back and seat combo lets you customize your 
position to perfection in just a minute and stays put whatever the 
conditions.

SPECS:
Length: 12’ / 366 cm - width: 30’’ / 76 cm - weight: 65.7 lbs / 29.8 kg - max. cap.: up to 300 lbs / 136 kg

www.riotkayaks.com
Length: 12’ / 366 cm - width: 30’’ / 76 cm - weight: 65.7 lbs / 29.8 kg - max. cap.: up to 300 lbs / 136 kg

SPIRIT - BIGSHOT SKI

SPIRIT’s BIGSHOT Ski is designed for big kids at heart - enjoy a 
leisurely paddle on the river, surf or fi sh, plenty of options available 
to cater for a variety of uses.

SPECS:
Length: 260 cm - width: 72 cm - weight: 18 kg - max. cap.: 125 kg

www.spiritpaddlesports.comwww.spiritpaddlesports.com

SPIRIT - CTR SKI

Spirit Cross Trainer/Recreational Fitness Ski. Multiple uses: Fitness, 
Surfi ng, Whitewater, Fishing, Touring. Very stable and great for 
beginner paddlers. Excellent craft for surfi ng big waves.

SPECS:
Length: 400 cm - width: 61 cm - weight: 18 kg - max. cap.: 100 kg

www.spiritpaddlesports.comwww.spiritpaddlesports.com

TEKSPORT - XCITE 260

Exceptional stability, easy to maneuver, and effortless to paddle, 
the Xcite will instantly give you the confi dence to search out new 
adventures. The Xcite’s innovative hull ensures that it’s a blast in 
all variety of situations – whether riding the surf at the beach, or 
exploring an inland waterway, the Xcite will make you smile! 

SPECS:
Length: 260 cm - width: 72 cm - weight: 15.5kg - paddler weight range: up to 95kg

www.teksport.co.uk
Length: 260 cm - width: 72 cm - weight: 15.5kg - paddler weight range: up to 95kg

www.teksport.co.uk
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SPECS:
Length: 290cm - width: 75cm - weight: 19kg - paddler weight range: up to 135kg

www.teksport.co.uk

TEKSPORT - XCITE 290

Exceptional stability, easy to maneuver, and effortless to paddle, 
the Xcite will instantly give you the confi dence to search out new 
adventures.

Length: 290cm - width: 75cm - weight: 19kg - paddler weight range: up to 135kg
www.teksport.co.uk

SPECS:
Length: 330cm - width: 75cm - weight: 24kg - max. cap.: 140kg

www.tootega.com

TOOTEGA - PROPHECY 110

The Prophecy 110 is the perfect blend of performance, stability, and 
comfort - all in a compact and manoeuvrable package. The highly 
effi cient hull is the product of years of research and development. 
When fi nished we were so happy with the end result that we shared 
the same basic hull form with the Sector range, too. The Prophecy 
range fuses this performance with comfort and added features to 
create a comfortable and feature rich kayak. With generous legroom, 
unique cushioned heel pads, easy adjust footrests, a raised seating 
position, and an extremely comfortable seating system, a long day 
on the water needn’t be an uncomfortable one.

SPECS:
Length: 410cm - width: 73cm - weight: 28kg - max. cap.: 173kg

www.tootega.com

TOOTEGA - PROPHECY 135

The fl agship touring model in the Tootega range. Exceptional storage 
capacity, and integrated comfort features ensure the Prophecy 135 
is the perfect choice for multi day touring trips, coastal exploration, 
and larger paddlers. With generous legroom, unique cushioned 
heel pads, easy adjust footrests, a raised seating position, and an 
extremely comfortable seating system, a long day on the water 
needn’t be an uncomfortable one. The longer waterline length of the 
Prophecy 135 ensures that the hull is as graceful and smooth as it 
is quick and stable. If you have distance to travel or a load to carry – 
there is no better choice!

SPECS:
Length: 259cm / 8.5ft - width: 72cm / 28.5” - weight: 15.5kg / 34lbs - max. cap.: 90kg / 195lbs

www.tootega.com

TOOTEGA - PULSE 85

The Pulse is the perfect kayak to explore the powerful and dynamic 
world of surfi ng. Drawing on all our experience and passion for the 
ocean we have developed a sit-on-top kayak that excels in the surf, 
whilst still retaining great characteristics for those fl at day paddles. 
The versatile Pulse is also one of the most stable boats in our range, 
making it perfect to try a spot of fi shing from, or for a leisurely paddle 
down your local river. Taking advantage of cutting edge production 
and clever design, we’ve made the Pulse both highly durable and 
lightweight. 

Length: 259cm / 8.5ft - width: 72cm / 28.5” - weight: 15.5kg / 34lbs - max. cap.: 90kg / 195lbsLength: 259cm / 8.5ft - width: 72cm / 28.5” - weight: 15.5kg / 34lbs - max. cap.: 90kg / 195lbs
www.tootega.com

Length: 259cm / 8.5ft - width: 72cm / 28.5” - weight: 15.5kg / 34lbs - max. cap.: 90kg / 195lbs

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT ON TOP 1
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TOOTEGA - PULSE 95

An exciting and dynamic kayak. The Pulse is not only the perfect surf 
machine, but is also at home exploring the coastline, or going for 
an adventure on your local river Drawing on all our experience and 
passion for the ocean we have developed a sit on top kayak which 
excels in the surf, whilst still retaining great characteristics for those 
fl at day paddles. The versatile Pulse is also one of the most stable 
boats in our range, making it perfect to try a spot of fi shing from, 
or for a leisurely paddle down your local river. Taking advantage of 
cutting edge production and clever design, we’ve made the Pulse 
both highly durable and lightweight.

SPECS:
Length: 288cm / 9.5ft - width: 75cm / 29.5” - weight: 19kg / 41lbs - max. cap.: 125kg / 275lbs

www.tootega.com
Length: 288cm / 9.5ft - width: 75cm / 29.5” - weight: 19kg / 41lbs - max. cap.: 125kg / 275lbs

TOOTEGA - SECTOR 110

At the heart of the Sector range is our high performance touring hull, 
which has been refi ned to deliver a fast, effi cient, and effortless glide 
through the water. To compliment this straight-line speed, the double 
concaved hull provides exceptional levels of secondary stability 
- ensuring the Sector gives you a comfortable and secure ride, 
regardless of the conditions. With class leading amounts of storage 
space, and a generous seat well length of 129cm (51”), the Sector 
is designed to transport you and plenty of your gear to your next 
adventure - whenever and wherever that may be.

SPECS:
Length: 330cm - width: 75cm - max. cap.: 140kg

www.tootega.comwww.tootega.com

TOOTEGA - SECTOR 135

At the heart of the Sector range is our high performance touring 
hull, which has been refi ned to deliver a fast, effi cient, and effortless 
glide through the water. The longer waterline length of the Sector 
135 ensures that the hull is as graceful and smooth as it is quick 
and stable meaning that this is a true all round kayak. With ample 
storage capability the Sector 135 can take you on longer adventures 
too. Why not pack your camping and cooking equipment, and see 
where the water takes you?

SPECS:
Length: 410cm - width: 73cm - weight: 28kg - max. cap.: 173kg

www.tootega.comwww.tootega.com

WINNER KAYAK - VELOCITY

The Velocity is the ultimate versatility kayak. It was designed to be 
used in every possible situation, from surfi ng the break on your local 
beach to sauntering down your local river. Add in knee braces and 
you can up the ante to take it on whitewater the world over. Due to 
the robust nature of this kayak, your adventure is limited only by 
your imagination. In the Winner family, this is defi nitely the favored 
son. It is a fundamental part of your entry in to the boundless world 
of kayaking.

SPECS:
Length: 265 cm - width: 79 cm - weight: 24 kg - max. cap.: 140 kg

www.winnerkayak.co.ukwww.winnerkayak.co.uk
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RECREATIONAL

SIT ON TOP 2
 Self-bailing boats designed for fun, gentle adventure on rivers, lakes,

and oceans.

RECREATIONAL > BOATS > SIT ON TOP 2

SPECS:
Length: 400 cm / 13’’ – width: 80 cm / 31’’ – weigth: 36 kg / 77 lbs – max. capacity: 240kg

www.zeroattivo.com

SPECS:
Length : 12’11” / 395 cm - width 31.5” / 80 cm - weight : 70 lbs / 32 kg – max. cap.: 550lbs / 250 kg

www.bicsportkayaks.com

SPECS:
Length: 18’ 6” / 5.64 m - width: 10’ / 3.05 m - sail area: 90 sq ft / 8.4 sq m - weight: 190 lbs / 86.18 kg - paddler weight range: all Paddlers / Sailers / Fishermen - max. cap.: 
600 lbs / 272 kg 

www.hobie-kayak.com
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ZEROATTIVO - LOL 2 EXPLORER

LOL 2 is the result of a project fi nalized to create an iconic sit-on-
top for simplicity and ease of use for the whole family. Extremely 
stable and fast, easy to handle, self draining and unsinkable, it 
also provides novice kayakers with hours of pure entertainment. 
LOL2 Explorer is equipped with two large watertight compartments, 
comfortable seats with backrest, two holders for paddle or fi shing 
rod and a compartment with bungee for fi shing tool box. Standard 
features include the trolley wheel on the rear and the adjustable front 
backrest that can turn the double in a perfect single kayak.

BIC SPORT - TOBAGO

The Tobago is the perfect kayak for all the family and all uses. Its 
ergonomic seating positions and well researched design provide 
for numerous possibilities of use: 2-adult paddling, with 1 or 2 
children. There is also space for a bag or container when out on an 
excursion. The fl uid hull lines mean it’s well suited to sport kayaking, 
still offering maximum comfort and safety. The Tobago comes with 
a wheel at the rear, for easy transport in car parks, bow protection 
and elastic straps to secure your equipment. EVA foam pads cover 
the seats. The Tobago is a fast, stable and comfortable sea kayak.

HOBIE - MIRAGE TANDEM ISLAND

Looking for a super-fun multisport boat for two? Meet the Hobie 
Mirage® Tandem Island. In its most elemental form, the Tandem Island 
is a super-fast, two-person kayak. But attach the aka crossbeams, 
the ama fl oats and the two-piece carbon fi ber rig and sailing kit (all 
included), and you and your partner will be fl ying across the water, 
powered by a roller-furling, boomless mainsail. Both cockpits have 
steering and sail-control lines, making the Tandem Island ideal for 
partners of all abilities. And the boat’s generous storage space and 
carrying capacity means that your adventure potential is huge.  Sailing 
World 2011 Best Recreational Boat of the year.

Length : 12’11” / 395 cm - width 31.5” / 80 cm - weight : 70 lbs / 32 kg – max. cap.: 550lbs / 250 kg
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PELICAN - APEX 130T

Pelican’s Apex 130T was designed for those 
who enjoy sharing their on water experience 
with family and friends. This self-bailing sit-on-
top tandem kayak is stable and manoeuvrable 
and has plenty of storage and space for two. 
Adjustable padded backrests make your time 
on the water more comfortable. Pelican uses 
Twin Sheet Thermoforming to produce some 
of the industry’s stiffest, strongest and most 
durable polyethylene kayaks. 

TEKSPORT - XPLORE DUO

Comfort, performance, and stability are all 
at the heart of the Xplore Duo. Designed 
without compromise to provide an easily 
maneuverable, yet stable kayak that paddles 
effortlessly regardless of whether you paddle 
as a team or on your own. With two full-length 
seating areas, a central solo seating position, 
and plenty of places to perch the kids the Xplore 
Duo is great fun for the whole family. Available 
in the great value Sport specifi cation and the 
luxurious Premium edition. The latter comes 
with comfortable armchair style backrests, a 
storage hatch for both seating positions, and 
plenty of places to stow your gear.

SPECS:
Length: 13’ / 396cm - width: 35,25’’ / 90cm - weight: 75lb / 34kg - max. 
cap.: 500lb / 227kg

www.pelicansport.com

SPECS:
Length: 410 cm - width: 87.5 cm - weight: 32 kg - max. cap.: up to 
251kg

www.teksport.co.uk

Comfort, performance, and stability are all 
at the heart of the Xplore Duo. Designed 
without compromise to provide an easily 
maneuverable, yet stable kayak that paddles 
effortlessly regardless of whether you paddle 
as a team or on your own. With two full-length 
seating areas, a central solo seating position, 
and plenty of places to perch the kids the Xplore 
Duo is great fun for the whole family. Available 
in the great value Sport specifi cation and the 
luxurious Premium edition. The latter comes 
with comfortable armchair style backrests, a 
storage hatch for both seating positions, and 

Premium sit on  top  
kayaks &  accessories

www.tootega.com

Effortless glide and 
premium comfort in  
a compact package.  
The Prophecy is the  
perfect choice for those 
who want a kayak to do 
everything on.

A compact, manoeuvrable, 
and stable touring kayak. 
It’s versatile design gives 
exceptional performance on 
rivers, lakes, and the ocean.
exceptional performance on 
rivers, lakes, and the ocean.

The Pulse has been 
designed from the ground 
up to excel in the surf! 
It’s lively and  manoeuvrable 
hull also makes it the 
perfect kayak for exploring 
little coves and lazy 
backwaters.
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SPECS:
Length: 210-240 cm - weight: 37oz / 1049g - blade size: 6.75’’ x 18’’ (89sq. in.) - feather: 
0º & 60º (Left or Right) - material: E-coat Aluminum Shaft / Polypropylene Blade

www.bendingbranches.com

SPECS:
Length: 215-227cm / 228-240cm – material shaft: carbon / material blade: fi berglass 
copolymer 

www.lavikasport.com

SPECS:
Sizes 180 – 220

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

SPECS:
Length: 185 cm (Red) / 195 cm (Aqua, Red) - weight: 950 g - blade size: 600 cm² - 
feather: 60-degree standard (Right) - material: Glass fi lled polypropylene blade, anodised 
alumunium shaft

www.palmequipmenteurope.com

SPECS:
Length: 191-206 steps of 3 cm + 210 - weight: ca. 1150 g - blade size: 42 x 19,5 cm - 
feather: 60° R/L - material: Puro RIM

www.moll-paddel.de

SPECS:
Length: 226cm 

www.lavikasport.com

PERFORMANCE

ENTRY LEVELNEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012

ENTRY LEVEL

PERFORMANCE

ENTRY LEVEL

ENTRY LEVEL

BENDING BRANCHES (BB) - BOUNCE

The Bounce brings comfort and ease into paddling again. With 
the soft yellow X-grips, handling and control are taken to another 
level. The durable aluminum e-coat shaft and high-visibility yellow 
polypropylene blades gives the Bounce a smooth and easy pull 
through the water. Bending Branches is providing a quality paddle 
the whole family can enjoy. The Bounce offers fun and durability 
every paddler needs at a cost any paddler can afford. All BB 
paddles are products of Osceola, Wisconsin USA.

LAVIKA - SYMBIOSA

The only paddle series with SWIFT: Safety Whistle Integrated Ferrule 
Technology. Its design (patent pending) integrates a safety whistle 
into the ferrule. This high-end lightweight performance touring paddle 
is fully adjustable for a custom fi t. Its ferrule allows quick paddle 
length and blade angle adjustment. Carbon fi ber shaft and fi berglass 
copolymer blade. Ovalized shaft, drip ring and 360° angle adjustment. 
Gear up for fun with the Lavika Symbiosa Carbon Fiber paddle.

AINSWORTH - ABS 102 ASSY

Top value Asymmetric kayak paddle made from quality German 
ABS. 
Six models to choose from, Junior, Junior Assy, All Round, Assy, 
Touring & Sea Tour. Shafts are Titanium enriched aluminium alloy, 
with index grip on the control side. Junior paddle have a smaller, 
ovaled shaft. to match the smaller blades. Telescopic, multi 
feather split connector also available on this range of paddles.

PALM - COLT

Specifi cally designed for younger or smaller paddlers. A lightweight 
paddle with scaled down asymmetric blades and aluminium shaft.

MOLL - ELDORADO

Symmetrical all-around paddle for easy whitewater and touring use. 
As the lightest RIM paddle of its class, it is ideal for beginners, rentals 
and kayak schools. Tough, shock-absorbing, forgiving. High value, low 
price. Made in Germany. 

LAVIKA - POSEIDON

Looking for a reliable all-purpose kayak paddle? The Lavika 
Poseidon paddle is a light, budget-friendly paddle with a feather 
shaped blade to maximize paddling effi ciency. This 2-piece 
paddle has an ovalized shaft, sleeve, drip ring and 0-60° angle 
adjustment.

RECREATIONAL

PADDLES
Made in a variety of shapes, angles, and sizes, with pricing accessible

to all paddlers.
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RECREATIONAL

SPECIFIC GEAR
Personal Flotation Devices to preserve paddlers’ safety on rivers,

lakes, and oceans.

Sizes: S/M, L/XL, XXL  
www.nookie.co.uk

Sizes: small/medium, medium/large, large/x-
large - Colours: Red, Blue, Green. Buoyancy: 
70cn 

www.astralbuoyancy.com

Sizes: Youth (80 N), XS/S (90 N), M/L (100 N), 
XL/XXL (110 N) 
www.palmequipmenteurope.com

Material: Ripstop Nylon - colour: red 
www.langer.de

Sizes: J, S/M, M/L, XL - Colours: Red/Black, 
Blue/Black or Black 
www.yak-paddling.com

Sizes: S/M/L  
www.lavikasport.com

NOOKIE - TRAVELLER

Attractive and comfortable touring buoyancy aid ideal for 
entry level kayaking, SUP to sailing. If you want a simple 
elegant jacket, look at this and be amazed by the attractive 
fabrics, technical pockets (including the hydration pouch/
fl are pocket on the back) and the simple but perfect fi t.

ASTRAL - V-EIGHT

Cool down with the world’s fi rst ventilating lifevest featuring 
Airescape breathable technology (patent pending). The 
V-Eight was designed for ultimate comfort in warm or humid 
climates, featuring a mesh back design for an unrestricted 
fi t in boats with high seat backs and a pocket big enough 
for your favorite sports beverage. Front zip entry. 

PALM - HIGHSIDE RAFTER

Designed to meet and exceed the new ISO 12402-
5/12402-6 rafting standard, the Highside is a high fl oat, 
high performance PFD. Failsafe 40 mm shoulder webbing 
and 550D Cordura fabric ensure unbeatable strength and 
durability for the most punishing commercial operations. 
Colour coded webbing helps you fi nd the right size in busy 
centres.

LANGER - LAKEMASTER BASIC

Similar to the Lakemaster Pro without the pocket and with 
Polyurethane foam. All the other features including the 
adjustable straps and zipper are the same.

YAK - KALLISTA

The perfect fi rst time recreational buoyancy aid? We 
think so! Re-designed and re-styled for 2012 with new 
features and graphics, the Kallista provides unequalled fi t, 
adjustment and materials for all day comfort. Zipped front 
seam pocket & inner key pocket with internal attachment 
points. Multipoint adjustment for the ultimate fi t. New easy 
slide low profi le buckles for shoulders and waist. Refl ective 
highlights for improved low light visibility. 

LAVIKA - UNIVERSAL SPRAY SKIRTS

Lavika universal spray skirts are made of breathable 
waterproof nylon so they keep you dry while allowing 
moisture from exertion to vent out. Available in three sizes, 
they are adjustable for a snug fi t on most kayaks. They 
feature an adjustable waistband and non-skid cockpit 
connection and they come equipped with an easy-access 
zipper and grab loop for quick and easy removal when 
required. Gear up for fun with Lavika spray skirts.

NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012 NEW FOR 2012


